To Casa Azul Via Rivas.
From Augusto Sandino International Airport
Turn RIGHT onto Carretera Norte towards Tipitapa as you
exit the MGA airport.
Stay STRAIGHT - At the first traffic circle.
Stay RIGHT – At the next traffic circle.
You will pass large white tanks along the right side of the
road. Travel appx. 7K.
Stay RIGHT – at the next intersection, turning onto a
blacktop road going toward Masaya. You will pass a large
manufacturing plant called ASTRO.
TURN LEFT at a T junction going toward Masaya & Granada.
You will now be travelling on a divided 4 lane blacktop road.
Soon after turning left you will pass a Papa Johns Pizza on
your left.
Continue STRAIGHT - At the next traffic circle
Stay RIGHT - At the next traffic circle.
There is a large Purina Dog Chow factory on the left hand
side. Continue STRAIGHT. You are now heading toward
CATARINA on 2-lane blacktop road. You will soon pass
through Catarina, a small town noted for its plants and
flowers.
Stay RIGHT at the next traffic circle
Pass through the small town San Juan de Oriente as well as
the small towns of Diria and Diriomo.
Stay on this road heading toward NANDAIME. You will be
approaching Volcan Mombocho.
Stay RIGHT at the Y intersection.
You will take this road
American highway.

which will lead you to the Pan

Stay LEFT at the next Y intersection.
You will now see signs for NANDAIME. This is the Pan
American highway. Continue on the Pan American highway
passing the PUENTA OCHOMOGO BRIDGE and continue

South toward Rivas. It is about 45 K.
Turn RIGHT at the first concrete block road you see which
also has many signs for resorts.
Turn RIGHT at the next intersection (dead end T) you come
to, which is a paved road. You are now heading towards
Tola.
You will be on a paved road with 5 speeds bumps between
Rivas and Tola so be careful! In about 15 minutes the road
turns to the right to cross one lane bridge which is just on
the outskirts of Tola .
Continue STRAIGHT thru the town Of Tola.
square on your right.

Pass the main

Turn LEFT – At the end of the town square. The police
station will be on your left and immediately after the turn
there will be a pulperia on the right.
Go two blocks.
Turn RIGHT onto another concrete block road. This road
will take you all the way to the house. You will pass the large
developments of Guacalito de la Isla, Hacienda Iguana, and
Rancho Santana on the left. After you pass Rancho Santana
you will come to a small Y intersection.
Stay LEFT and follow the Punta Teonaste signs. You will
pass through several small villages and eventually come to a
T-junction at the top of a small hill.
Stay LEFT at the T and cross a steel bridge.
You will continue for about 5-7 minutes on a gravel road and
will soon see a yellow building on the left hand side of the
road called “Los Amigos”.
Turn RIGHT – onto a road with a small wooden sign that
says Colinas Del Mar. Follow this road past several houses to
the steep concrete drive on the left.
Turn Left – Up the drive. You made it!

